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Previous research has repeatedly demonstrated that providing learners with self-control
(SC) over their feedback schedules enhances motor skill learning. Increased information
processing under SC conditions has been shown to contribute to these benefits.
However, the timing of critical information processing for SC participants during the
acquisition of continuous tasks is unknown. The present study was designed to enhance
clarity related to this issue. Participants learned a continuous tracing task under SC or
yoked (YK) conditions. Groups of participants also completed a secondary cognitive
load task either during or after the execution of each primary task trial. Results showed
enhanced learning for SC compared to YK participants who did not complete the
cognitive load task. However, this benefit was eliminated for SC participants who
completed the cognitive load task either during or after the primary task. These
findings suggest that effective information processing both during and after continuous
task execution is critical for reaping the benefits of self-controlled practice. Further
interpretations and implications of these findings as well as suggestions for future
research are discussed.

Keywords: self-control, feedback, motor performance, motor learning, closed-loop control, information
processing, online processing

INTRODUCTION

The benefits of providing learners with control over their practice experience have been widely
supported in motor learning research. Participants who are given self-control (SC) over some aspect
of practice typically experience significant learning advantages compared to those who are not given
control (for a review see Wulf, 2007). In research examining this effect, participants have been
given control over a variety of practice components including the amount of practice (Post et al.,
2011, 2014), the level of task difficulty (Andrieux et al., 2012), observation (Wulf et al., 2005), the
use of assistance devices (Wulf and Toole, 1999), and even seemingly trivial details such as the
color of practice equipment (Lewthwaite et al., 2015, Experiment 1; Wulf et al., 2018). However,
the most common manipulation in this line of research involves giving learners control over
feedback schedules. Learners who choose when they receive knowledge of performance (KP) or
knowledge of results (KR) consistently show superior learning than those whose feedback schedules
are externally controlled (e.g., Chiviacowsky and Wulf, 2002; Aiken et al., 2012; Post et al., 2016).
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The self-controlled learning benefit has been observed in many
different types of discrete and serial tasks including object
projection tasks (e.g., Janelle et al., 1995; Fairbrother et al.,
2012; Post et al., 2014), anticipation timing tasks (e.g., Ali et al.,
2012), and sequencing tasks (e.g., Patterson et al., 2011; Wu
and Magill, 2011; Kaefer et al., 2014). More recently, the self-
controlled learning effect has been tested in continuous tasks
requiring the closed-loop control processes (e.g., Marques and
Correa, 2016; Couvillion et al., 2019). Results suggest that SC over
outcome-based feedback still significantly affects the learning
of such tasks, even though they require online information
processing for execution.

Although the benefits of self-controlled practice are robust
and span a variety of task types, questions still remain about
the mechanisms that underlie this effect. The motivation
perspective and the information processing perspective have
been forwarded as the two primary explanations for the
SC effect. While it is possible, and even quite likely, that
enhanced motivation and information processing work in
tandem to produce learning benefits, most research has examined
these mechanisms in isolation. The motivation perspective
suggests that providing learners with control over their practice
experience supports the fulfillment of basic psychological
needs, thus enhancing intrinsic motivation, and promoting
learning (Ryan and Deci, 2000; Chiviacowsky et al., 2012;
Sanli et al., 2013). Studies showing that participants tend to
request feedback after relatively good trials suggest that learners
may use their autonomy to enhance or protect feelings of
competence (e.g., Chiviacowsky et al., 2008; Fairbrother et al.,
2012). Results from post-training questionnaires have also
demonstrated enhanced self-efficacy ratings (e.g., Chiviacowsky,
2014) as well as direct increases in intrinsic motivation
when SC is given (e.g., Grand et al., 2015). Other research,
however, has noted that the good-trial preference may be
stronger in later stages of practice (Carter and Patterson,
2012) and may have been driven by different task demands
(e.g., simplicity of the tasks) and feedback used in previous
research (Aiken et al., 2012). Further, studies have shown that
SC participants make feedback choices based on a variety
of strategies, rather than simply based on the quality of the
trial (e.g., Laughlin et al., 2015; Carter et al., 2016). The
motivation perspective has also been supported in studies
demonstrating learning benefits for participants who are given
choices regarding task-irrelevant features such as laboratory
decorations or the color of practice gear (Lewthwaite et al.,
2015). It must be noted, however, that other studies have
shown that task-relevant choices offer greater learning benefits
compared to task-irrelevant choices (Carter and Ste-Marie,
2017b). In fact, these authors found no differences on retention
and transfer tests between groups who were given a task-
irrelevant choice versus no choice at all, indicating that
enhanced motivation does not fully account for self-controlled
learning benefits.

The information processing perspective suggests that learning
benefits under self-controlled practice conditions are likely due
to improved processing of task relevant information (Janelle
et al., 1995, 1997). This idea has been indirectly supported

through research showing that self-controlled participants
engaged in longer preparation times before practice trials
and had better recall of practice details compared to yoked
(YK) participants (Post et al., 2011). A number of studies
have also provided more direct support for the information
processing perspective. For example, Chiviacowsky and Wulf
(2005) tested learning in two separate groups who were given
control over KR at distinct time periods. One group (self-
after) followed the traditional pattern of choosing whether to
receive feedback for each trial after the completion of that
trial. The second group (self-before) was required to choose
whether or not they wanted feedback prior to beginning each
trial, preventing these participants from using performance-
related information to make feedback decisions. Results showed
that while both groups improved their performance throughout
acquisition, the self-after group was superior to the self-before
group in the transfer test. The transfer test in this study
required participants to perform the original task with an
alteration in overall movement time. Thus, superior performance
on this task indicate that the self-after group developed a
stronger representation of the criterion task and capability
for adapting to new parameters compared to the self-before
group. A similar study by Carter et al. (2014) replicated and
extended this finding. In addition to self-before and self-
after groups, Carter et al. (2014) included a third group of
participants (self-both) who made feedback decisions before
each trial but were allowed to change their decision after
completing the trial. In this study, the self-both and self-
after groups each displayed enhanced learning compared to
their YK counterparts and compared to the self-before group.
Together, the results of these studies provide support for the
importance of using performance-related information to make
effective feedback decisions and reap the learning benefits of
self-controlled practice.

Some more recent studies in this line of research have focused
on disrupting participants’ capacity for information processing
during practice. Specifically, Carter and Ste-Marie (2017a) sought
to manipulate the allocation of attentional resources in the
period of time between completing each trial and requesting
feedback (i.e., the KR-delay interval). Two SC groups and
corresponding YK groups learned an elbow extension-flexion
task either with or without the presence of an interpolated
event during the KR-delay interval. The interpolated event was
a number identification task (cf. Marteniuk, 1986) designed
to engage attentional resources and hinder learners from
processing performance-related information from their previous
trial. Results showed that the self-controlled learning benefit was
eliminated for the group that completed the interpolated event,
thus demonstrating the importance of information processing
during the KR-delay interval for benefitting from the provision
of SC over feedback.

The aforementioned studies have all examined the
information processing perspective and self-controlled learning
using open-loop, discrete tasks. For this type of task, processing
of performance related information is thought to occur almost
exclusively after trial execution. However, continuous tasks
such as driving or writing often require the performer to
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use online closed-loop control processes to use information
during task execution. Given the practical significance of
such tasks and the distinct nature of information processing
required for successful performance, it is important to examine
the relationship between SC effects and continuous, online
information processing. Couvillion et al. (2019) examined
this relationship in a tracing task using a protocol based
on Carter and Ste-Marie’s (2017a) experiment. Two pairs
of SC and YK groups learned to trace a star-shaped pattern
either with or without an additional cognitive load (i.e., a
number identification task) imposed during acquisition. To
reduce the attentional capacity that was available for online
processing, participants were required to complete the number
identification task during execution of the primary tracing
task. Results showed that the self-controlled learning benefit
was eliminated in groups who performed the cognitive load
task, thus demonstrating the importance of online information
processing in demonstrating a SC feedback effect. However,
it is still unknown whether information processing during
task execution is the only, or the most important, factor
related to self-controlled feedback effects in continuous tasks.
Couvillion et al. pointed out that participants who completed the
cognitive load task likely had impaired information processing
capability both during and after execution of the primary
tracing task. That is, completing the number identification
task presumably degraded participants’ capacity for online
information processing, and this online degradation likely
reduced the availability of performance-related information
for subsequent processing during the KR-delay interval.
Therefore, it is still unknown whether the SC effect was
eliminated in this study due to impaired information processing
during task execution or due to a lack of availability of
performance-related information for processing after task
execution (i.e., during the KR-delay interval). Further work
is necessary to determine the most critical time period
of information processing for producing self-controlled
feedback effects.

The purpose of the present experiment was twofold. First,
we sought to replicate the results of our previous study
(Couvillion et al., 2019) and second, to determine the role
of processing information during the KR-delay interval for
demonstrating a self-controlled feedback effect for a continuous
task. If information processing during the KR-delay interval
is critical for SC effects, then introducing a load during
this period should eliminate the effect even when a load
was not experienced during execution. If effective information
processing is critical both during execution and the KR-delay,
then SC effects should be eliminated regardless of when the
load was introduced.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Participants were 72 students (16 males, 56 females,
20.38 ± 1.67 year) at a university in the southeast United States.
All participants reported having no prior experience with the

experimental task and provided voluntary informed consent
prior to engaging in any research activities.

Task
The experimental task involved tracing a star pattern with a
stylus which was attached to two multi-joint lever-arms (Two-
Arm Coordination Test; Lafayette Instrument Model 32532,
Lafayette, IN, United States). The Two-Arm Coordination Test
instrument was modified by the addition of two telegraph keys
to start and stop the timer, thereby requiring movement of the
hands from the keys to the levers at the start and back to the
keys at the end. Participants learned to control the lever-arms
so that the stylus moved in a clockwise direction along the
anodized star pattern. The goal of the task was to trace the entire
star pattern as quickly as possible while committing the fewest
errors possible.

A depiction of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The
Two-Arm Coordination Test was connected to two telegraph
keys, designated as Start and Stop keys, and a Multi-Function
Timer/Counter (Lafayette Instrument Model 54035A, Lafayette,
IN, United States) which was used to record movement time and
errors. Prior to each trial, the participant used their preferred
hand to depress the telegraph key on the left-hand side (i.e.,
the Start key). The trial began when the participant released
the key (to move the hands to the handles of the lever arms)
and ended when they depressed the Stop key located on the
right-hand side (after finishing the tracing and removing the
hands from the handles). Movement time was the elapsed time
between release of the Start key and depression of the Stop
key. An error was counted each time the metal stylus moved
off of the anodized pattern and onto the surrounding metal
plate. For the transfer test, the tracing task was modified such
that the star path was approximately 50% narrower than the

FIGURE 1 | Diagram of apparatus.
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original pattern (i.e., reduced from 0.95 to 0.48 cm). The total
length (19.5 cm) remained unchanged from the retention to
the transfer test.

During acquisition, the load groups (SC_LD, YK_LD,
SC_LA, and YK_LA) also completed a secondary cognitive
load task. The secondary task required participants to identify
randomly generated three-digit numbers through continuous
verbal exchange with the researcher (cf. Marteniuk, 1986;
Carter and Ste-Marie, 2017a; Couvillion et al., 2019). To
complete this task, the participant was asked to guess an initial
three-digit number. The researcher then responded with a
combination of the words “high,” “low,” and “spot” to indicate
whether each digit of the guessed number was higher, lower,
or the same as the corresponding digit of the correct number.
Based on this response, the participant made another guess, and
this exchange continued for the allotted time period. In cases
when the participant determined the correct number before
the allotted time was up, the researcher immediately prompted
them to begin guessing a new number for the remainder of
the time period.

Procedure
Participants completed two research sessions on two consecutive
days. Upon arrival to the laboratory, participants provided
informed consent, and were quasi-randomly assigned to
one of six experimental groups: SC (3 males, 9 females,
20.82 ± 2.32 year), YK (4 males, 8 females, 20.42 ± 1.62 year),
Self-Control + Load During (SC_LD) (3 males, 9 females,
20.67 ± 0.65 year), Yoked + Load During (YK_LD) (1 males, 11
females, 19.75 ± 0.97 year), Self-Control + Load After (SC_LA)
(3 males, 9 females, 20.92 ± 2.5 year), and Yoked + Load
After (YK_LA) (2 males, 10 females, 19.75 ± 1.06 year).
Group sample sizes (n = 12) were determined based on
approximations from previous literature on cognitive loading
and self-controlled feedback effects (i.e., Carter and Ste-Marie,
2017a; Couvillion et al., 2019). The University of Tennessee
Institutional Review Board approved all study procedures and the
informed consent document.

All participants were shown the apparatus and given
instructions about how to complete the task. They were told to
learn to trace the star-shaped pattern by moving the two handles
that were attached to the stylus. No further instructions were
given regarding the specific operation of the handles. Participants
were told that the goal of the task was to trace the star as
quickly and accurately as possible. Speed and accuracy were
emphasized equally. They were instructed to begin and end
each trial by pressing the telegraph keys, which were located
in front of the star-tracing apparatus on the left and right
sides, respectively. Participants in the SC, SC_LD, and SC_LA
groups were told that they could ask for feedback after any
practice trial, and that the feedback would consist of their
movement time and error score for that trial. Participants in
the YK, YK_LD, and YK_LA groups were told that they would
periodically receive feedback on their movement time and error
scores after certain trials. All feedback was presented verbally
immediately upon completion of the trial (or immediately upon
request for self-controlled groups). Each feedback presentation

included movement time followed by the error score. Directly
following feedback presentation, the timer was reset, and the
participant was verbally prompted to begin the next trial. This
resulted in approximately 3 s to process feedback before the
next trial. A standard yoking procedure was used, such that
the feedback schedule for participants in the YK groups was
determined by their SC counterparts. Specifically, the FB schedule
for the YK group was determined by the SC group, for the YK_LD
group by the SC_LD group, and for the YK_LA group by the
SC_LA group. Participants were paired randomly based on the
order in which they completed the study. Participants in the
loaded groups were also given instructions about the secondary
number-guessing task and told that they would be completing
this task during (SC_LD and YK_LD groups) or after (SC_LA
and YK_LA groups) each trial of the primary task. Participants
in the SC_LD and YK_LD groups performed the secondary task
for the entire duration of each primary task trial. Participants
in the SC_LA and YK_LA groups performed the secondary
task for a period of 15-s directly following each primary task
trial. The intertrial interval was approximately 10 s for SC,
YK, SC_LD and YK_LD, respectively groups, and approximately
25 s for the SC_LA and YK_LA, respectively groups due to
the additional time required to complete the cognitive load task
following each trial. The inter-block interval was approximately
1 min for all groups.

During Session 1, participants completed the acquisition
phase which consisted of four blocks of eight trials. On the
following day, participants returned to the lab to complete
retention and transfer testing. The retention test consisted of
one block of eight trials on the original task. The transfer test
consisted of one block of eight trials on the narrower version
of the tracing task. All procedures during the retention and
transfer tests were identical to acquisition, with the exception
that no feedback was given and no secondary task was
completed during testing.

Data Treatment and Analysis
The primary dependent variables of interest were movement
time (MT) and Errors. MT was defined as the time (s) between
the release of the Start button and depression of the Stop
button for each trial. Errors were defined as the number of
times the stylus deviated from the anodized star path and onto
the metal plate during each trial. Participants’ MT and Errors
were recorded for each trial and averaged across eight trials
for each acquisition block. Average MT and Errors were then
analyzed using separate 2 (FB schedule) × 3 (load) × 4 (block)
analyses of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on the
last factor. For the retention and transfer tests, MT, and Errors
were averaged across blocks of eight trials and analyzed using
separate 2 (feedback schedule) × 3 (load) ANOVAs. The number
of feedback requests for the SC, SC_LD, and SC_LA groups were
tabulated across acquisition blocks and analyzed using a Chi-
Square test of independence. Similarly, the number of correct
secondary task responses for the SC_LD, YK_LD, SC_LA, and
YK_LA groups were tabulated for each acquisition block and
reported descriptively. Cook’s distance (Cook, 1977; Cook and
Weisberg, 1999) was used to check for any outliers in the dataset.
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Tests of normality revealed that MT data were not normally
distributed in some cases. However, ANOVA is considered to
be robust to non-normality (Blanca Mena et al., 2017). The
Greenhouse-Geisser df adjustment was used to handle violations
of sphericity in all repeated measures analyses. Bonferroni
procedures were used to determine all post hoc comparisons.
Alpha was set to 0.05 for all statistical comparisons.

RESULTS

Acquisition
Feedback Request Frequency
The overall feedback request frequency was 31% (118 requests)
for both the SC and SC_LA groups and 19% (72 requests) for the
SC_LD group. A Chi-Square test of independence was performed
to analyze the relationship between group and total number of
feedback requests across practice. The Chi-Square was significant
(p < 0.001), showing that the SC_LD group was less likely to
request feedback compared to the SC and the SC_LA groups.
For the SC group, feedback request frequency was lowest in the
first two blocks (24 and 23%, respectively) and highest in the last
two blocks (35% and 41%, respectively). For the SC_LA group,
request frequency was lowest in the first block (23%), increased
slightly in blocks 2 and 3 (28 and 29%, respectively), and was
highest in the final block (41%). For the SC_LD group, a slightly
different pattern emerged, such that feedback request frequency
slightly decreased from block 1 to block 4 (21–17%, respectively).

Secondary Task Performance
Participants achieved between 0 and 1 correct secondary task
responses on the majority of trials. Specifically, participants in
the SC_LA and YK_LA groups made between 0 and 1 correct
responses on 94 and 98% of trials, respectively. Participants in
the SC_LD and YK_LD groups made between 0 and 1 correct
responses on 73 and 87% of trials, respectively.

Movement Time
Mean MT scores for each group and each acquisition block
are shown in the left panel of Figure 2. Overall, MT decreased

FIGURE 2 | Mean movement time scores for each group during each block of
acquisition, retention, and transfer.

across blocks and was longer for SC_LD and YK_LD groups
compared to all other groups. These observations were supported
by a significant block x load interaction, F(6,198) = 3.55,
p = 0.025, η2

p = 0.097. Post hoc procedures revealed that
participants in the Load-During condition had significantly
longer MT scores than participants in all other conditions in
all four blocks. Additionally, MT was shorter for all participants
in each block compared to the previous block (p < 0.001).
The main effects for block, F(3,198) = 412.95, p < 0.001,
η2

p = 0.097, and load, F(2,66) = 21.85 p < 0.001, η2
p = 0.398 were

also significant.

Errors
Mean Errors for each group and each acquisition block are
shown in the left panel of Figure 3. For all groups, Errors were
highest in block 1 compared to blocks 2–4. This observation was
supported by a significant main effect for block, F(3,198) = 38.59,
p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.369. Post hoc procedures revealed that
Errors were significantly higher in block 1 compared to all
other blocks (p < 0.001). No other main effects or interactions
were significant.

Retention and Transfer
Movement Time
Mean MT during retention and transfer tests for each group are
shown in the right panel of Figure 2. During both retention
and transfer tests, mean MT was lowest for the SC group.
This observation was supported by a significant FB schedule
x load interaction in retention, F(2,66) = 3.807, p = 0.03,
η2

p = 0.103 and in transfer, F(2,66) = 3.677, p = 0.031,
η2

p = 0.103. Post hoc comparisons revealed that within the
No Load condition, participants in the SC group performed
significantly faster than those in the YK group during the
retention test (p = 0.002) and the transfer test (p = 0.008). MT
did not differ between the SC and YK groups within either
the Load-During or Load-After conditions during retention
(p = 0.64 and 0.525, respectively) or transfer (p = 0.736
and 0.414, respectively). No other comparisons or interactions
were significant.

FIGURE 3 | Mean error scores for each group during each block of
acquisition, retention, and transfer.
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Errors
Mean Errors during retention and transfer tests for each group
are shown in the right panel of Figure 3. In the retention
test, Errors were similar between all groups, whereas in the
transfer test, Errors were slightly higher for the SC_LD group
compared to all other groups. Overall, Errors were higher in the
transfer test compared to the retention test. These observations
were partially supported by a main effect for FB schedule in
transfer, F(1,66) = 4.039, p = 0.049, η2

p = 0.058. Group mean
comparisons revealed that participants in the SC condition
committed significantly more Errors (M = 1.67, SD = 2.22) than
participants in the YK condition (M = 1.18, SD = 1.85). No other
comparisons or interactions were significant.

DISCUSSION

Research has consistently shown that providing learners with SC
over their practice experience enhances learning, but questions
remain regarding the roles of motivation and information
processing in producing this effect (for a review see Sanli et al.,
2013). Additionally, the nature and timing of critical information
processing for SC participants is still unclear. The present study
was designed to investigate the impact of information processing
during two time periods, namely during and after the execution
of a continuous task. Results replicated and extended previous
findings (Couvillion et al., 2019), demonstrating that information
processing both during and after continuous task execution is
influential in producing self-controlled feedback effects.

Distinct patterns of FB request frequencies emerged among
the three SC groups. Participants in the Load During condition
were significantly less likely to request feedback across practice
compared to those in the No Load and Load-After conditions.
Additionally, while participants in the SC_LD group followed
a faded FB schedule, aligning with the patterns reported in
prior research (e.g., Ali et al., 2012), FB request frequencies
for participants in the No Load and Load-After conditions
tended to increase across blocks. Perhaps the task and feedback
used in the current study were simple enough to expect that
participants may have preferred receiving FB after trials that
they perceived to be good (Chiviacowsky and Wulf, 2002;
Aiken et al., 2012; Fairbrother et al., 2012) and that these
trials increased in frequency as performance improved. Granted,
this explanation only accounts for the patterns of FB requests
observed in No Load and Load-After groups. It is unclear why
participants in the Load-During condition displayed distinct FB
request patterns.

All groups showed similar patterns of improvement across
acquisition in both MT and Error measures. No between-
group differences were observed in acquisition, except that
MT was longer for those in the Load-During condition
compared to all other conditions. This slowing was expected
and demonstrates that the cognitive load task was successful in
inducing an increased information processing load during task
execution. That is, participants in the Load-During condition
presumably had to slow their movement in order to process
the additional information related to the secondary task while

also completing the online processing required for success in the
primary task. However, it does not appear that this increased
burden impeded learning altogether, as all groups showed
significant improvements during acquisition and maintained
these improvements in subsequent retention testing. It is
interesting to note that the frequency of FB requests varied
across SC groups, which limits comparisons across these groups
in retention and transfer. However, the central question in the
present study is related to the comparisons between each SC
group and its YK counterpart. Due to the yoking procedure that
was used, FB frequencies were identical for each pair of SC and
YK groups, and thus, FB frequency would have no bearing on
any learning differences that emerged within these pairings.

Learning differences between the traditional SC and YK
groups emerged in MT scores. SC participants performed
significantly faster than YK participants in the No Load
condition, but there were no differences between SC and YK
participants in the Load-After or Load-During conditions. Thus,
the SC effect was eliminated when attention was disrupted
either during or after execution of the primary task, suggesting
that the information processed during both of these time
periods was important for demonstrating the self-controlled
feedback effect. This pattern was consistent with previous results
(Couvillion et al., 2019).

Analysis of the number of Errors, however, revealed
unexpected findings. Participants who were given SC committed
significantly more Errors compared to their YK counterparts
in transfer, regardless of whether or not they performed the
additional cognitive load task. Thus, the provision of SC over
FB produced a detriment with respect to accuracy under the
heightened demand of the transfer test. This result was in contrast
to our expectations and did not align with most previous research
on SC over feedback (e.g., Janelle et al., 1997; Chiviacowsky
et al., 2008). It is also important to note that even though SC
participants committed a statistically greater number of Errors
than the YK participants, this effect was isolated in the transfer
test, and the numerical difference between groups was less than
one Error. Whether this accuracy detriment negates the overall
benefit of SC over FB is dependent upon context. For example, in
the current study’s tracing task, the practical importance of this
accuracy difference seems minimal, whereas in other situations
such as a surgical procedure, even one error may be catastrophic.
Moreover, what the current finding illustrates is that SC produces
effects that may or may not be considered beneficial depending
upon task demands. Future research should move beyond a
search for evidence to support a preconceived notion that self-
controlled practice conditions are always beneficial to learning.

Accounting for both MT and Errors, the current results
indicate behavioral differences between participants in SC and
YK conditions and distinct responses to the SC manipulation
in the Load vs. No Load conditions. The provision of SC in
the No Load condition manifested a benefit in one dimension
(i.e., MT) and a detriment in another dimension (i.e., Errors)
during transfer, whereas SC in both loaded conditions produced
an accuracy detriment in transfer without the accompanying MT
benefit. Thus, it is still evident that the processing of information
both during and after continuous task execution is relevant
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for making FB decisions, even if SC over feedback does not
produce clear learning benefits. This finding supported previous
research (Couvillion et al., 2019) showing the importance of
information processing during the execution of a continuous
task. Additionally, the current results added to the existing body
of literature by demonstrating that a cognitively demanding task
performed during the KR-delay interval was also influential in
eliminating SC FB effects.

These findings raise questions regarding the specific nature
of the information being processed during each time interval.
One possibility is that that the load-after and load-during
manipulations affected two distinct types of information, both
of which were critical for producing the traditional SC effect.
Another, perhaps more plausible, explanation is that the
information normally processed during and after task execution
is similar in content, but that the timing of the cognitive load task
in the current study differentially impacted participants’ ability
to use this information. According to this logic, the load-during
conditions would have presumably hindered online processing
of subjective task-related information, rendering the information
unavailable for post-execution processing, whereas the load-after
condition would have simply blocked access to this information
during the time when it was needed for making FB decisions
(i.e., the KR-delay interval). Thus, the loaded conditions would
have disrupted either the generation (load-during condition) or
the effective use (load-after condition) of the same informational
content. This explanation is consistent with concepts from
Schema Theory (Schmidt, 1975) in that subjective reinforcement
occurring after discrete task execution is presumed to draw upon
the same information that is generated during execution. Of
course, this explanation is still speculative with regard to the
current study and in the context of a continuous task, thus
highlighting the need for further research.

As discussed previously, SC participants in the current
study displayed distinct behavioral patterns with respect to MT
and accuracy. Spontaneous verbal responses during acquisition
and the nature of the experimental task seem to provide
logical explanations for these behavioral differences. Even
though participants knew that any request for FB would yield
information about both MT and Errors, SC participants often
asked specifically for their MT scores but rarely asked specifically
for their Error scores. Correspondingly, given that participants
could presumably see when the stylus left the designated
track, the most salient information presented in the augmented
feedback was likely MT rather than accuracy scores. Along this
line of reasoning, it is plausible that SC participants made FB
decisions based on the need to ascertain unknown information
about their speed (i.e., MT), and thus were encouraged to use this
information for improving performance in this measure. This
explanation is compatible with other research suggesting that
requested FB is most beneficial when it provides information that
reduces uncertainty about the quality of performance (e.g., Carter
et al., 2014). It also aligns well with the information processing
perspective. Specifically, if participants made FB decisions for
the primary purpose of gaining information about MT, and if
the cognitive load task hindered SC participants from making
meaningful FB decisions, then only SC participants in the No
Load condition should reap learning benefits expressed in the

MT measure. This pattern was indeed demonstrated in the
retention and transfer results. Interestingly, a similar emphasis
of movement speed emerged during the acquisition phase in
prior research on this task (Couvillion et al., 2019). It is unclear
why this tradeoff emerged during distinct phases in the two
studies, but the general pattern of emphasizing speed under SC
conditions merits further investigation.

The results of the current study demonstrated initial evidence
that SC over feedback can cause participants to prioritize
speed over accuracy, particularly when information processing
is compromised. As such, practitioners should evaluate the
relative importance of accuracy compared to speed and
similar performance measures when making decisions regarding
feedback schedules. Specifically, for motor skills in which
mistakes can lead to disqualification or even injury (e.g., faulting
in long jumping, lane deviation in driving, and falls in gymnastics
skills), practitioners may need to reconsider providing SC over
feedback during practice. Future research is warranted to provide
further clarity on the effects of SC for tasks involving competing
performance measures.

Limitations
Although the current study provided strong contributions to
the current understanding of self-controlled FB effects, there are
a few limitations to consider. First, the study did not provide
insight into the specific content of information which was affected
in the load-after and load-during conditions. A second limitation
of the study is the small sample size. Although the sample size
was presumably large enough to accurately detect SC effects, a
larger sample size may have allowed for greater differentiation
of participants’ responses to the load-after and load-during
conditions. Future research will be needed to address both of
these limitations and provide further insight into the specific
influence of information processing on self-controlled FB effects.
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